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Northern tale 4 level 45

Title Answers Views Last message Not to run 1,701 Level 28 1,755 level 10 3,956 Level 29 how do you fool giants? 1 884 Level 43 1 3 181 Second totem level 33 2 1 019 How do you get into a relaxed state? 1706 Level 17-Windows 1780 Secret Achievements 2 1 839 Level 49? 2 1,208 Level 24 4 1,452 Levels past 44 1 1,385 level 23 where is the egg 1,953 levels above 45
3,1041 what's missing? 3 1,653 Northern Tale 2,951 Flow Problems Northern Tales 4 0 804 What Happened Fourth Daughter 1 1,039 Level 9 4 1,357 Level 29 Purse 1 4,863 Big Fish Games Forums &gt; All Game Forums &gt; Northern Tale 4 KEY: Unread Unauthorized Locked Notice Transferred Moderator Helps King Ragnor Save Princesses in Summer, Fall, and Winter and
Defeat giant army, witches and black knights who threaten the peace and prosperity of northern land. As this dark army advances through the northern lands, they will destroy everything in their path. When King Ragnor and the princes arrive for the scenes, everything is black and white. Because the levels are clear and the dark army wins the color, it is returned to the northern
lands. Princesses are rescued one by one. Northern Tale 4 is an electronic game of time management/strategy and the fourth part of the popular Northern Tale series. If there are other games at play, click here. Clear levels and full figures with this essential game guide. The Northern Tale 4 Walkthrough Gameplay Guide is divided into four parts: (1) General game instructions; (2)
Chapter 1; (3) Chapter 2; and (4) Chapter 3. Each chapter 3 and 45 level of the game is examined by pointing to tips and tricks to get through this odyssey. Content Game modes Northern Tale 4 has three game modes: Normal, Multiplayer, and No Time. No Time is not in-time and contains tips throughout the game. The other two spaces have been scheduled. If a player is unable
to complete the level in time, they must repeat the level again to progress to the next level. In Multiclick mode, Vikings or employees can be programmed to perform up to two tasks at a time, allowing resources to accumulate faster. Settings The following gaming experiences are fully customizable: audio, volume, screen size, screen resolution, and beeps can be turned on or off
during playback. The goal of the game is to restore camps destroyed by the black army by building, repairing, clearing, or removing items according to the to-do lists on each level's Quest button. When the mission is complete, it will be green. You must clear the level on the Tasks tab. Resources – Food (Ham Leg), Wood pile (iron ore) and Golden Pile (gold) are collected and
stored in storage and are created every minute of the game. Buildings such as the Druid tent, workshop, player camp, iron ore and gold mines will be built and upgraded throughout the game. Once the Druid tent is built, wolves, spiders and magic flowers can be expelled from the camp. Nniiden The workshop can accommodate up to 30 resources. Player camp – When a player's
camp is updated, a Viking or employee is won. Mines produce either iron ore or gold. When the mines are emptied, the trees are covered. Roads and bridges will be repaired. The following items are destroyed or banished in each chapter: Evil Root, Wolves, Evil Stone and Evil Flowers. The evil root is a dead tree highlighted in red. When the level is ready and Evil is selected, the
scene becomes full. The evil stone is a rainbow stone found on the outskirts of the camp. When the selected water and color are returned to the camp. Updates are purchased using Resources. Magic Stump offers free resources that are renewed throughout the level of play. TIP: If a player clears the level in advance, collect the maximum number of resources before leaving the
level. PowerUps: A downloadable button that offers bonuses in the form of spells to boost the game. Spells can add an extra Viking, cause Magic Stumps to automatically regenerate and double resource production revenue. READING GAME In the Northern Lights 4 there are three chapters of gaming. In each chapter, save one of the three princesses: summer, autumn and
winter. Each chapter has 15 levels. Princesses are saved from the 15th of every chapter. There are a total of 45 levels of gameplay. Chapter 1: Levels 1 through 15 See chapter one for each task before playing. The following game guide only provides tips and tricks. Keep in place that tasks are listed in the upper-right corner of each level and can be completed in any order. The
task is the goal of the levels. Clear all resources and repair all buildings. If time runs out before the task is complete, the layer starts again. Tips and tricks according to level 1: Fix Viking House First. When the Viking is ready, it will be reached. When the main Viking house is ready, the Viking will be received. Level two: The first workshop has been opened at this level. It can hold
up to 30 resources. Also fix the bridge. The bonus bar at the bottom of the screen appears. Level three: Magic Stumps is open at this level. Check often. In addition, repair the workshop and farm. At this level, there are 2 Magic Stumps that produce iron ore and gold. Level four: This level 2 Magic Stumps produce food. Make sure you repair the repair shop and the farm. Update the
camp. Every time we get a Viking. Level 5: Make sure the workshop and farm have been repaired. There are 3 Magic Stumps on this level. Level six: There is also a repair workshop and a farm. Update the camp. Level 7: In addition, repair the Druid tent and farm. Update the camp. Level eight: Make sure you build a Druid tent, run out wolves and build a farm. Update the camp.
Level 9: Also build a farm, workshop, warehouse and mine; Empty the dirt patches on the road. Update the camp. Level 10: Build a workshop, farm and warehouse. Update the camp. Level 11: Build a warehouse, gold mine and farm. Update the camp. Level 12: Iron ore and gold mines; Build a Druid tent. Level 13: Build a farm, druid tent, warehouse and gold mine. Update the
camp. Level 14: Build a farm, a Druid tent and a gold and iron mine. Update the camp. Level 15: Build a farm, gold mine, Druid tent and 2 iron ore mines. SAVE PRINCESS SUMMER. Update the camp. Summer is a princess trapped in the middle of a scene. Northern Tale 4 – Tips and Tricks Chapter Two: Levels 16 – 30 Chapter 2 aims to save Princess Autumn. Gameplay
continues to use the tools and resources received so far. The following new elements will also be introduced: Rainmaker / Enchanted Berries, Herbalist, Dry Tree and White Wolf. Rules, ghosts, skeletons, an exorcist, a dark knight and hungry trolls appear throughout the chapter. Once they exist, they must be built, moved, or repaired using Resources. You can assign the
resources you need to a task by pasting the cursor over objects. TIP: To remove ghosts, the exorcism shed must be ready. Tips and tricks according to level 16: Build a workshop and farm. Click Dry Wood. A dry tree turns into a bridge when it is felled and falls horizontally. To cut down a tree, you must use the Resources cursor to identify the resources needed for the dry tree.
Upgrade camp – get a Viking. Level 17: Build a gold mine, farm and Rainmaker Idol. Rainmaker Idol makes rain in camp. Update the camp. The rainbow can be seen after the rain, revealing The Enchanted Berries. Level 18: Build a farm, Druid tent, Exorcist tent. Level 19: Build an Exorcja's hut, iron ore and gold mines, and a farm. At this level, the player encounters a herbalist
(old lady). Choose all mushrooms. When the herbalist is ready, he grows enchanted berries. Update the camp. The herbalist appears only once in chapter two. Level 20: Build an Exorcja's Hut, Workshop, Gold Mine. Move Dry Tree – turns into a bride. Banish two ghosts. Update the camp. Level 21: Build an Exorcja hut, farm and gold mine. Banish three ghosts. Update the camp.
Level 22: Build iron ore and gold mines, farm and warehouse. Remove 2 trolls. Update the camp. Level 23: Build an Exorcja's hut, warehouse, farm and gold mine. Update the camp. Level 24: Build farm, warehouse, iron ore and gold mines. Click Dry Wood. Update the camp. Level 25: Build an Exorc workshop, Druid tent, warehouse and farm. Update the camp. Level 26: Build
an Exorcist tent, farm, warehouse. and the Gold Mine. Click Dry Wood. Update the camp. Level 27: Build a farm, warehouse and iron ore mine. Update the camp. Level 28: Build a farm, Exorcist tent, Gold and 2 iron ore mines. Update the camp. Feeding wolves takes them to another place; feeding wolves 2 times makes them fall asleep. Level 29: Build an Exorcja's Hut, Gold
Mine and Farm. Update the camp. Level 30: Build an exorcist tent, farm, warehouse and gold mine. SAVE PRINCESS AUTUMN. Update the camp. Enter Northern Tale 4 – Tips and tricks Chapter 2 Chapter Three: Levels 31 – 45 The third and final chapter combines saving the frozen Winter in the ice. All game rules and tips are still valid. The goal of each level is to complete the
search, while clearing resources and repairing buildings. The merchant offers goods for sale or trade. Also during the game in the chapter you collect fragments of Broken Heart from Princess Winter. To free him, the player needs all the pieces. TIPS: Update the camp at all levels of the chapter. Tips and tricks according to level 31: Build a workshop and farm. Update the farm.
Level 32: Build an exorcist, farm, workshop, druid tent and gold mine. Free 2 Vikings. Remove the Snowball. Snowballs are transformed into snowmans. Level 33: Build farm, gold and iron ore mines. Sell or trade with Merchant. Update the farm. Level 34: No buildings to build at this level. Level 35: Build a farm and a Druid tent. Remove 3 boulders. Level 36: Use a merchant.
Level 37: Use a merchant. Level thirty-eight: Build a farm and move the snowball 3xs. Level 39: Banish Yetis. The Yeti leave if food is provided, and the Druid tent is built. Level 40: Banish Yetis. Level 41: No additional tasks to perform at this level. Level 42: Build 2 farms. Level 43: Use 2 merchants. Level 44: Build a farm, workshop and gold mine. Level 45: Princess Winter is
frozen in place and is taking 3 separate explosions to free from the ice. Make sure all resources are full and that all PowerUps resources have full refunds and a game. PRINCESS WINTER WILL BE RESCUED. Northern Tale 4 – Tips and Tricks 3 Congratulations! You have completed our Northern Tale 4 Deluxe demo! More great tips and tricks can be found on our blog! The
Northern Tale 4 Walkthrough Gameplay Guide is intended as a guide and does not include fraudsters, hacks or saris. Series.
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